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Model Number: 967664701

Husqvarna W 70 P Wet Vacuum Dust Slurry Automatic Pump Out W70P 967664701 120V Freight

Included Price Match 1Yr Warranty

Manufacturer: Husqvarna Equipment

Husqvarna W 70 P Wet Vacuum Dust Slurry Automatic Pump Out W70P 967664701
120V

W 70 P is a powerful industrial wet and slurry vacuum designed for the toughest jobs.
This is achieved by using high quality stainless steel components and a special
combination of filter and float that protects the motor. Where most wet vacs can only
handle water, W 70 P can deal with liquids such as concrete slurry, oils and
machining coolants. Recommended for concrete drilling, sawing, grinding and
wall/wire sawing. Ingenious solutions make W 70 P easy to work with. Pumping out
can take place at the same time as suction. Emptying is carried out via a large bottom
valve for simple cleaning. The non-marking wheels are puncture-free and lock at the
front.

Compare to current or past OEM associations:
W 70 P
W70P
967 66 47-01
967664701
62248

Spare Parts
Owners Manual

118 CFM
2.8 Hp / 8 Amp 2 Stage Vacuum
2 Amp Auto Pump out 20 GPM
10 Amp full load with APO and vacuum both running.
45 Kg / 97 lbs use weight
120 Volts
600mm X 570mm X 1250mmH
70 liter / 18 gallon vacuum tank.

Ships on a skid/ pallet.  Husqvarna did not want to double box this item to ship small
package ground.  Customer responsible for all shipping surcharges, including and not
limited to, limited access/ home delivery fee, Lift gate fee when no forklift on site, call
for a delivery appointment fee, missed or re-delivery fee, etc.

One year factory parts warranty.  
Notes: In Jan 2020 the warranty was reduced from 2 years to 1 year.  This why you
will see some other website post 2 year warranty but this is not correct.  You will also
see other website post this is a 10 amp vacuum.  This too is not correct.  The same 8
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amp vacuum motor that is installed in the W70 non auto pump out vacuum is installed
in the W70P Pump out vacuum.  The additional amps is for the water pump.  The
owners manual states this unit is 18 amp.  I have to tell you this too is a misprint as
the auto pump out is usually only 3.5 amps.  It might be possible that it you turn on
the vacuum and pump out at the exact same time and surge both you might spike to
18 amps for 1 second.   The continuous run amps is rated at 10 amps with the
vacuum hose installed, floor wand in use, and auto pump out on.  You will also see
other websites post this is a 15 gallon vacuum tank.  Use capacity is actually only 9
gallons because you are not suppose to let it fill up more than 50%.  70 liters is 18.49
gallons.  Maybe they figure the upper filters are taking up 3.5 gallons of space... Who
knows. 
no 2019 map prices
Toolfetch.com 151 shipping + 2328 = $2479
Zoro / granger $2534 less 15% coupon = $2153.90 free shipping
-->

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 23 January, 2020
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